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Abstract

Invasive Computing enables a resource-aware programming style, which includes adapting to external resource changes similar to malleability. We introduce asynchronously-malleable applications, which can adapt at any time without synchronizing the whole application, in contrast to specific synchronization points. We show how master-slave applications meet the requirements for asynchronous malleability and how Invasive Computing supports that.

1 Introduction

Invasive Computing [12] is a new paradigm for designing and programming future tiled many-core systems. It uses a hardware-software co-design approach, where we design hardware, operating/runtime system, programming language and applications from the ground up with the goal of increased efficiency. The central idea is to write applications in a cooperating and resource-aware manner, where resource needs are explicitly communicated to the system. Leveraging its global view, the system decides for the best action, and order the hardware and applications to adapt. In this paper, we will explore how you can write malleable invasive applications using the invasive language framework. We use the X10 programming language [1,11], for its high-level features, usability, and integrated support for distributed systems which maps well to our tiled hardware architecture.

1.1 Invasive Language

An invasive [13] application features three steps: First, a function call to invade claims resources specified by various constraints. We call this set of resources a claim and assign the resources exclusively by default. Second, an infect call uses a claim’s resources by executing i-lets on them. i-lets are self-contained units of computation that run to completion (although the operating system can block them). Third, retreat gives the claim’s resources back to the system. Optionally, reinvade can change constraints in between and allows the system to adapt a claim. A vocabulary of constraints allows the programmer to express resource needs. Most common is the amount of processing elements (PEs) and a scalability hint, so the system can estimate how different applications benefit from additional PEs. You can also request exclusive communication channels [7], memory guarantees, or provide scheduling hints.

1.2 Malleability

There has been a considerable amount of work on malleable applications in high-performance computing, roughly starting with the work by Feitelson et al. [5] who coined the word malleable for applications that can adapt their degree of parallelism at runtime in response to external requests.

We demonstrated [2] that our invasive language is expressive enough to write typical iterative numerical algorithms, in this case a multigrid solver, in a malleable style. Here, we use reinvade to modify the resource...
val ilet = (id: IncarnationID) => {
  for (job in queue) {
    if (queue.checkTermination(id)) break;
    job.do();  
  }
}

val resizeHandler = (add: List[PE], remove: List[PE]) => {
  for (pe in add) queue.addWorker(pe, ilet);
  queue.adapt();
  for (pe in remove) queue.signalTermination(pe);  
}

val constraints = new PEQuantity(4, 10)
&& new Malleable(resizeHandler)
&& new ScalabilityHint(speedupCurve);

val claim = Claim.invade(constraints);
queue.adaptTo(claim);
claim.infect(ilet);
claim.retreat();

Figure 1: Example of a asynchronously-malleable invasive application with a master-slave structure and a global queue of jobs. First, ilet states the actual computation to perform. Second, resizeHandler defines how to handle resource changes. Then constraints describes a malleable claim of 4 to 10 PEs and a speedup curve defined elsewhere. The invade call returns a resource claim and queue gets a chance to internally adapt itself to the claimed resources (e.g. for work stealing). Then infect starts an i-let on each PE of the claim, which execute jobs from the global queue. Finally, we retreat the claim to free the resources.

We argue that applications following a master-slave pattern always have this option, if creating and destroying slaves has low cost. Additionally, we propose an asynchronous programming style for handling reconfiguration.

2 Asynchronously-Malleable Invasive Application

In an asynchronously-malleable invasive application, the system can decide at any time to resize a claim. The system is only required to meet the invasion constraints. For example, requiring an asynchronously-malleable claim of 4 to 10 PEs, means the system can resize to 5 or 9 PEs at any time. In contrast to normal claims, an asynchronously-malleable claim must be adaptable even within an active infect phase. The application is responsible for starting and terminating i-lets with respect to added and removed PEs.

Figure 1 shows an example application. The resize handler is a function, which takes a list of PEs that were added and a list of PEs that will get removed. It does not return a value but adapts the application as a side effect. When the system calls the handler in the example, it first starts additional i-lets according to its input. Then the PEs to remove get signaled. In the i-let code there is a check for this signal which just stops executing jobs.

When the application has adapted to the change order, it notifies the system of the successful adaptation by returning from the handler function. The system updates its resource state and operating system. From the application programmer's point of view, the system 1) adds additional resources to the claim, 2) executes the resize handler, and 3) removes resources from the claim as planned. This means the resize handler can assume to own the union of the claim resources before and after resizing. This is necessary, because it must terminate i-lets on PEs to remove and also must start i-lets on new PEs. Also, infect must not finish while resizing. If infect finishes, the main activity will continue and for example retreat the claim. Meanwhile, there must be no resize handler running, which starts additional i-lets. Thus, the claim must track how many child activities...
are running and the resize handler counts as one of them. So, infect waits for all child activities to terminate before it returns.

We considered to let the application decide which PEs to free, but dropped the idea. The system should handle such resource decisions exclusively, otherwise we end up with duplicated code and conflicting decisions. The system has a global view of resource needs and thus is in the best position for definitive decisions. It is the application’s responsibility to receive information about the system’s decisions and to adapt.

Our example contains a subtle circular dependency. A claim object requires constraints which in turn require the resize handler as an argument. This ensures via the type system that the programmer provides a resize handler whenever he declares malleability. However, the resize handler requires the claim object to start more i-lets. In Figure 1, we break this cycle via the global queue, which stores the claim it gets via adaptTo and provides the addWorker method.

The system shall handle errors in the resize handler in a safe manner. The handler might fail to adapt to the decided changes, e.g. by not terminating i-lets on PEs to remove. If the system ignores this “sit-in”, it could give the PEs to another application, which finds itself unable to use them. Alternatively, the system could kill the blocking i-lets, but this might result in a deadlock of the whole application. So, the only sensible reaction is to kill the whole application, which failed to adapt to the decided changes. For another source of error, the (X10) resize handler might fail by throwing an exception. The system is not implemented in X10, so handling the exception is not an option. Like the first case, the application state is unknown at this point, so recovery is impossible and the system must kill the application. These error cases show the crucial role of the resize handler. Reproducing and debugging errors is hard, because a call to the resize handler depends on the behavior of other applications and is effectively non-deterministic.

Our system does not support virtualization (preemption, address spaces, etc) and inter-tile migration of i-lets so far. Thus, the system cannot remove an application from a tile during reinvade. The application would lose tile-local data without a chance to copy it elsewhere. So, the system ensures that at least one processing element per tile remains. However, the resize handler provides a migration chance, so asynchronously-malleable claims can lose tiles.

3 Related Work

Adaptive MPI [8, 9] uses processor virtualization to achieve malleability. Computations are divided into a large number of virtual MPI processes, which are mapped to the physical resources via a runtime system with object migration support. In contrast, we assign resources exclusively by default and programs cannot rely on resource virtualization to hide underutilization.

Leopold et al. [10] present a case study of making an existing MPI application malleable. The studied application is an iterative numerical simulation using a master-slave design. The authors extend this design with a server process that runs concurrently to the master and keeps track of newly started slave processes during runtime; removing slaves is not handled. New slaves become usable to the master starting with the next iteration.

Maghraoui et al. [3, 4] present a general approach for extending existing iterative MPI applications with malleability features. The authors broaden the definition of malleable to also vary the number of application processes, so they should rely not only on dynamic load balancing via resource virtualization. Implementation-wise, they extended the middleware library PCM (Process Checkpointing and Migration) with functions regarding malleability. In particular, they support splitting and merging processes via collective operations and handle migration via saving and restoring the current state.

In contrast to this work, we do not constrain ourselves to iterative applications, as shown by the asynchronously-malleable sorting example, nor do we have to support legacy MPI applications. Furthermore, we look at malleable applications in the context of many-core architectures on a single chip whereas prior work focused distributed high-performance computing.

4 Future Work

Our design proposal is improvable. For example, much of the application boilerplate or even the whole queue implementation should be generalized into the framework.

The termination signal in our example is setting a flag across a distributed system. It might pay off to use special (hardware or OS) mechanisms to speed this up. Furthermore, should the resize handler wait for the
termination to succeed? If a PE keeps executing code, while the system assigns it to another application, this might or might not pose a problem.
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